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Research, survey and observations taken up major evaluation of different agencies and institutions of our present society shows that our present educational system together with the business would are reluctant to take the advantage at the same time varied opportunities attended by computer.

In home economics, the use of computer to aid in curriculum planning. Personal test is also computer generated for family life instructions. Computerization has been familiarized in the college, universities and campuses. Lately our secondary schools integrated the advancement of Technology and Livelihood Education Program is required to include practical work experience within or outside school and community.

Several schools pioneered new instructional methods involving the computer in Home Economics subject or course where in they believed research evaluates potential and effectiveness of computer as an instrumental tool. Prior to this research and investigation in the feasibility study computer them generated in basic clothing construction course.

Clothing and textiles courses, computer will be used for drill practice, simulation and tutorial means. In the textile courses, various we are could be developed thru computer lesson. Student could repeat lesson as often as necessary in order to learn, in order to distinguish what we have from another.

Textile testing can be simulated by computer to save time, money and its chemical nor equipment if unavailable. By this knowledge, explosion of home economics supports that there are many capabilities are available but with only few were being utilized and learned.
The impact of technology in home economics shaped pressure but never let those computerized opportunities pass by yet let us educate ourselves in computer world and integrate technology inside the classroom.
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